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These contributions are usually composed during 

my wanderings around the Estate and beyond, in 

the hope that some new and inspirational ideas will pop 

into my head. That hasn’t happened again, and so without 

apology, I return to the themes that I have used in previous 

issues of The Duck. 

The first of these has been the changing face of Moor 

Pool, seen through the natural changes that for many of us, 

have taken place unnoticed for most of our lives.  In times 

to come and when the sagas are handed down, it will be 

said that Moor Pool had never been more colourful than it 

was in 2020. It continues now of course with the richness 

of Autumn’s colours which never disappoint. At this time 

of year, the hedge on one side of my back garden is taken 

over by Virginia Creeper which promises to deliver its 

usual magnificent display. It would of course, if allowed, 

take over the rest of the garden and the house but my 

neighbour and I nevertheless resist the temptation to take 

drastic action. The old oak tree next door has again failed 

to produce acorns. Indeed, I can remember only one 

occasion in the last fifty years when it did, in sharp 

contrast it seems, to its many local relatives who are 

delivering a bumper crop. 

Activity on the wildlife front has slowed down. Recent 

visitors to the feeders, in addition to the usual bunch of 

finches, have been four long tailed tits, a species which I 

understand is doing well. The only ‘wild’ animal visiting 

regularly has been a fox whilst the tame one-eyed cat 

continues to call daily on both his first and last stop, with 

several others in between, on his never ending journey 

around the area in search of hand-outs. 

Despite my suggestion to the contrary in the last issue, the 

number of people out walking and running does not appear 

to have diminished, with the spread of activity spanning 

early morning to dusk and beyond. I’ve come to realise 

from many conversations with friends, how important this 

activity is to people of all ages and it is to be hoped that 

further restrictions do not have to be imposed. 

The Residents Association met as a socially distanced 

group at the start of September. It was good to meet ‘face 

to face’ and to get back into the Hall. Various issues of 

concern were discussed and decisions about proposed 

events were made. With regret it was agreed that neither 
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the Macmillan coffee morning planned for the 26th 

September, nor the Charity Show planned for 21st 

November, could go ahead. However, looking ahead to 

Christmas, contact has been made with Santa, who says 

that despite current difficulties, he hopes to bring his 

sleigh to Moor Pool at some point over the weekend 

18th/20th December. We also hope that it might be possible 

to arrange a Carol Walk in some form on 12th December. 

Details of both events will be published via social media 

and by poster on notice boards. 

A major problem is that of car parking, exemplified 

recently by difficulties experienced by the crew of an 

emergency vehicle which had to divert. During my fifty 

plus years on the Estate we have gone, by way of an 

example, from a situation in Margaret Grove, where there 

were three car owning households, to one where in every 

road many households own at least one car. In due course 

the problem may be resolved by forces beyond our control 

but in the meantime, we need to try and address it. 

Suggestions in general circulation, include the institution 

of a Traffic Management Scheme and the introduction of 

Residents Only Permits. There will be others and the 

Committee will welcome suggestions and in particular, 

any contribution from someone with expertise in this area. 

(Continued on page 3) 
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Don’t Get in a Flap! 

If your Duck does not arrive, gets 

eaten by the dog, you want an extra 

copy or live off the estate, then the 

current issue can be downloaded 

from www.duck.moorpool.com. 

Past issues are also available from 

www.moorpool.com.  

Forthcoming Events 

Carol Walk Saturday, December 12th 

Residents’ Association AGM Saturday, January 30th 

Publication Dates 

Closing Date Publication Date 

21st November 2020 December 2020 

23rd January 2021 February 2021 

27th March 2021 April 2021 

29th May 2021 June 2021 

24th July 2021 August 2021 

25th September 2021 October 2021 

Please send letters and articles for inclusion to 
duck@moorpool.com by the closing date. 

Moor Pool Residents’ 

Association Subscriptions 

If you usually pay your annual subscription by cash at 

coffee mornings or similar events, could we encourage 

you to switch to payment by standing order? Or if this 

is not possible drop the cash through Maureen’s letter 

box. The modest sum of £5 per household helps to pay 

for the printing of The Duck and also helps to fund the 

Easter and Christmas activities. 

If you have not done so already, please consider 

joining. There’s a form on the last page with details. 

A fond farewell to Mike and Deirdre Parkes who have 

lived on the estate for over 25 years. They are relocating 

to Amsterdam where Mike has been awarded a 

prestigious Marie Curie Research Fellowship.  

Remember! 

Clocks go back on 
October 25th. 

That’ll cheer us all up! 

Macmillan Coffee Morning  

We were very sorry that we were unable to hold the 

Macmillan Coffee Morning as planned due to the current 

restrictions. 

However we should still like to make a donation to 

Macmillan as they, like many other charities, have lost 

vast amounts of money because of being unable to hold 

their usual fund raising activities. 

If you would like to donate then cash or cheques (made 

payable to Moorpool Residents Association) can be 

given to Jenny Buchan (50 Margaret Grove) or Maureen 

Mauser (56 Carless Avenue). 

Bank transfer payments can be made to Moorpool 

Residents Association at Lloyds Bank sort code 30-19-

14, account number 03808193 giving reference 

Macmillan. 

Thank you very much. 

Jenny Buchan 

Coming soon… 

We will shortly be posting the latest COVID-19 updates 

from Birmingham City Council on our web site at 

www.moorpool.com so please check for regular 

updates. 

http://www.moorpool.com
http://www.duck.moorpool.com
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Not so many years ago the cry of “any old iron” could still 

be heard but with restrictions on access to the ‘tip’, the 

expedient of leaving items outside in the hope that they 

will be picked up, is employed. There’s also a trend, 

where with the best of intentions, unwanted items are left 

in the hope that they will find a good home. Generally, the 

system seems to work but problems have arisen where 

stuff remains out for several days and attracts a degree of 

fly tipping. All we would ask is that if items are not 

picked up swiftly, they should be taken back in. 

Finally in this section, a reminder about the need to keep 

hedges trimmed and in particular to say that they should 

not be removed and if they were, to be replaced like for 

like. 

The Committee will continue to meet and remains able 

and very willing to deal, where possible, with residents’ 

concerns. My phone number is 0121 426 2134 and my 

email address is johnwhealey@blueyonder.co.uk. 

Jules Bellingham’s magnificent initiative continues to 

thrive as does the great service provided by Ballie and his 

family at the shop. As once again we move into tougher 

times, the host of willing volunteers will continue to 

provide practical support wherever and whenever needed, 

(Continued from page 1) even if it’s only for a chat over the phone. If you need 

support, contact Jules on 0797 0620415. 

The Moor Pool Heritage Trust Trustees have worked very 

hard to ensure that The Hall can open for limited use, in 

line with what seems to have been ever changing 

regulation. This work was put to good use recently at a 

very well and safely attended A.G.M.. 

The Street Watch Team continue their ‘patrols’ and 

reports have reached me that the recording of steps taken 

has become an integral part of the routine. 

Well, here we are again. Not back in those dark days in 

March but nevertheless faced with more restrictions and 

little prospect of an early release from them. They say that 

as you get older, time somehow accelerates. To that 

adage, I would suggest, needs to be added the effect of a 

pandemic. I’ve been to fewer places and have done less 

than ever before but feel as though I’m being swept along. 

Despite all of this, it’s been a good year for making new 

friends, learning to smile with our eyes and returning to a 

closer relationship with the natural world. I have no doubt 

that eventually we will come out of all this and that in the 

meantime, the spirit of Moor Pool and its residents will 

ensure that we are able to stay warm, stay close and stay 

safe. 

John 

http://www.moorpool.com
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Circle Cinema 

Given the need for distancing, the 

time that an audience would be 

together in an enclosed space and 

the impracticability of wearing 

masks, we have postponed any 

decision on re-opening until the 

New Year. 

We will, of course, keep everyone updated through our 

web site, this publication and our mailing list. If you are 

not already on our mailing list and would like to be, 

please contact us through the link below. Stay safe and 

maintain distance. We’ll be back! 

info@circlecinema.co.uk 

www.circlecinema.co.uk 

Club & Society News 

The Circle Tennis Club 
Activity at the Circle Tennis Club 
continues with enthusiasm. The 
weather has been ideal, mostly, and 
our neighbours have been making 
the most of the courts. It is still a 
great way to get exercise and have 
fun while socially distancing. Our 
contacting system also helps 

members to set up games with different opponents who 
they may not have played against before.  

We have been able to introduce some social tennis 
which has been very well attended. We constantly 
monitor the guidelines and rules regarding the safety of 
all our members and adjust the arrangements 
accordingly.  

The matches within the club have been very keenly 
supported with some very competitive and exciting 
tennis. 

Our coach is working with adults and children, groups 
and individuals, and this is an important part of the 
club.  

We are sorry but we still cannot accept new members as 
the popularity of the game has been exceptional. With 
the shorter days the pressure on court bookings is 
increasing. We will let you know, via the website, 
www.circletennisclub.net  when we are able to accept 
new members. 

Keep watching.  In the meantime, if you have any 
questions, please contact us at 
circletennisclub@gmail.com  

Moor Pool Reading Group 

The Reading Group is unable to meet at 

the moments due to covid-19 distancing 

and number restrictions.  

We hope we will soon be able to 

reconvene and anyone interested in 

joining The Moor Pool Reading Group should contact 

Gillian Morgan at gillianmorgan@blueyonder.co.uk for 

more information.  

Moorpool Skittles Club 

Sadly with the Covid-19 situation still 

dominating, we are no nearer restarting 

play so the Club remains on hold. We 

do still keep in touch with each other 

and are very much looking forward to 

welcoming people to join our sessions. 

We have ‘lost’ this year’s Summer Season and had hoped 

to start a limited Winter Season at the start of October but 

as yet have no definite plans. All our Club members are 

very aware of the unique and historic facility and are very 

keen to see the alley action as well as for the Club to 

continue and hopefully grow, so we are all simply 

keeping fingers and toes crossed that the general situation 

eases before too long and we can begin again. 

Anyone wanting further information, please contact 

keithwinkley61@gmail.com 

Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity; 
and I’m not sure about the universe!  Albert Einstein 

“Coronavirus will be defeated even if a vaccine is not 
developed thanks to herd mentality” 

President Trump September 15th.  

Are you a member of the 

Moor Pool Heritage Trust? 

It costs nothing and will give you a chance to contribute to 

the running of the estate. If you have lived on the estate for 

over three years you can download further details and a 

joining form from:  

http://www.moorpoolheritagetrust.co.uk/images/

MPHT_individual_application_for_membership_2017.pdf  

Harborne Tenants Snooker Club 

Harborne Tenants Snooker Club, 

one of Harborne’s best kept secrets, 

is now open. What to play, want to 

get involved, want to learn more 

about it? Please contact either Glyn Davies (0121-426 

3034) or Bob Boucher (0121-427 4200) 

http://www.moorpool.com
http://www.circlecinema.co.uk
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Club & Society News 

Moor Pool Wildlife Group 

All the dire warnings about the 

environment and climate change 

sometimes seem overwhelming. Can our 

small, individual contributions make a 

difference? Well, as the advert says, every 

little helps! 

Winter is a tough time for wildlife but there are a few 

ways we can help. Nest boxes are used as winter shelters 

by all sorts of creatures as well as birds. If you have space, 

now is a good time to put up a box. Some of our smallest 

creatures, including butterflies, may overwinter in their 

adult form or in their pupa, larva or egg stages. Some are 

hidden in dry leaves, others in grassy tussocks. So when 

we do our autumn tidy-ups we could be clearing out little 

critters that we would have been happy to see next spring. 

It’s just one argument for not being quite so tidy! In 

Nettlefold Garden we are experimenting with cutting 

unmown grass using a sickle rather than a strimmer as this 

may cause less damage to any small thing already 

sleeping there. Some of these tinies are seriously unlovely 

but are worth preserving, if not for their own sakes then as 

food for more welcome garden residents such as robins. 

Everything has its role to play in our garden ecosystems! 

Moorpool Fishing Club -  

From the Water’s Edge – A tough update 

What a sad contrast from a couple of months ago and our 

last contribution when we were celebrating how great the 

pool was looking. A more apt title for this may be ‘From 

the Edge of the Muddy Puddle’ 

A period without heavy rain, warm temperatures, the 

heavy accumulation of silt and the leaks the Moorpool 

suffers from, saw the water level drop to its lowest ever. 

At one point the greatest depth of water was below 12”.  

As a direct result dozens and dozens of the beautiful fish 

in the pool died.  The geese and mallards also moved 

away as the water became toxic due to the decaying fish 

carcasses we couldn’t see to remove, and the 

concentration of ammonia and other pollutants from fish 

and water fowl waste built up. A survey of ammonia in the 

pool (one indicator of water quality) showed levels of 

20mg per litre – a level of 0.2 is considered toxic... 

The pool became very smelly and unpleasant to be near. 

The pool is fed by an inlet whose source in not fully 

understood, it is directed into the pool by a pipe that runs 

through the gardens of the estate, possibly collecting water 

as it does so. CCTV investigations show no blockages or 

leaks for the distance the cameras can reach but this is 

only a few hundred feet.  

The levels have increased following rain earlier this month 

but still remains low. We hope a solution in the form of an 

onsite well or bore hole can be found but this is an 

expensive solution. We are aware a proposal to consider 

this is being undertaken so fingers crossed for the future of 

the Moorpool, not just for fishing but as the centre point of 

the Moorpool Estate 

The ‘Muddy Puddle Estate’ doesn’t quite have the same 

ring to it....” 

Jez Harris 

Moorpool Fishing Club. 

A giraffe the same height as four stacked Minis has been 
declared the world's tallest by Guinness World Records. 

Forest, who is 5.7m (18ft 8in) tall and is part of Australia 
Zoo's giraffe breeding programme, has fathered 12 calves 
at the zoo, with another due soon.  

Online Arthritis Action Groups  

Arthritis Action Groups are an opportunity for 

people with arthritis to talk with others and share 

their tips on how to manage their arthritis and stay 

active whilst at home, and we actively welcome 

new attendees. We discuss a variety of self-

management techniques. Participants will need to 

contact us directly for the log in instructions for 

the meeting, and we have produced How To 

guides for those not familiar with using Zoom.  

West Midlands groups:, 6pm 15 October, 2pm 26 

October, 6pm 26 November, 2pm 30 November  

For joining details see www.arthritisaction.org.uk/

media-centre/events 

Two thirds of branded grocery packaging is not fully 
recyclable, including that of popular items such as Pringles 
crisps, Babybel cheese and Kit Kats.  

http://www.moorpool.com
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Answers to October 2020 crossword 

Fund Raising through on-line shopping 

easyfundraising  

Please remember to use easyfundraising every time you 
shop online! Over 4,000 shops and sites will donate, so 
you can raise FREE donations for us no matter what 
you’re buying. These donations really help us out, so 
please sign up if you haven’t yet. It’s easy and FREE! You 
can get started at https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/
causes/moorpoolheritagetrust/?utm_campaign=raise-
more&utm_content=en-n2 

Amazon 

You can no longer raise funds directly through 
easyfundraising.org.uk when shopping at Amazon but 
instead will be redirected to Amazon Smile where you can 
select Moor Pool Heritage Trust as the charity you wish to 
support. The direct link is 
https://smile.amazon.co.uk/ch/1148252-0 

If you then log in through smile.amazon.co.uk rather 
than amazon.co.uk you will be automatically linked to the 
charity you wish to support and 0.5% of any purchases 
will be donated to the Trust.  

You can, of course, continue to use easyfundraising with 
other retailers. Our continuing thanks to those helping to 
raise funds for the Trust in this way.  
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Did You Know? Remote Access Scam  

A Remote Access scam is when criminals contact you out 

of the blue, pretending to be the representative of a 

reputable organisation. This may be a telephone or 

internet provider or sometimes a bank or other service 

provider. 

Once the criminals have your attention, you’ll usually be 

offered services such as; 

 fixing, upgrading or protecting your computer or 

device, internet service or the websites you use 

 help getting you a refund for an overpayment 

 help stopping a payment from leaving your account 

In order to provide you with their ‘help’ criminals will 

typically ask you to assist by allowing them access to your 

computer or mobile device. To do this, they may ask you 

to download software to your computer, or download an 

app to your mobile device, and accept their request for 

access. After successfully gaining access to your 

computer or mobile device, criminals may ask you to log 

onto your Online Banking. 

They may have told you a story about why you need to 

make a payment or they’ll set up the payment themselves 

if they have access to your Online Banking; to complete 

their scam they’ll need you to take some action. Usually, 

they’ll ask you to share codes sent to your phone (OTPs) 

or authorise activity yourself through the Mobile Banking 

app. 

If you ever get a call like this, hang up immediately. 

This article is reproduced from an unsolicited e-mail sent by Santander 

which says it better than I could. 

Across: 7) Exalts; 8) Go slow; 10) Algebra; 11) Reign; 12) Eros; 13) Knows; 17) Sorry; 18) 
Ludo; 22) Idiot; 23) Pancake; 24) Egg cup 

Down: 1) berated; 2) Languor; 3) Stubs; 4) Four two; 5) Elgin; 6) Owing; 9) Raindrops; 14) 
Contour; 15) Runaway; 16) Forever; 19) Five-O; 20) Rings; 21) On tap 

Here, There and Everywhere… 

With a large number of offices remaining shut, 

working remotely is the reality for many right now - 

but that doesn’t necessarily mean working from home. 

In July, Barbados announced an initiative allowing 

foreigners to work from the Caribbean country tax-free 

for a year, while Bermuda and Estonia recently 

launched their own programs to lure traveller-workers. 

In Punta Mita, Mexico, one resort is preparing to offer 

WFP (Work From Paradise) and LFP (Learn From 

Paradise). Around 30% of the global workforce is 

expected to toil remotely in the coming months.  

DRINK UP! As a nation, we’re drinking less alcohol - 

consumption has fallen by 16% since 2004 – and 

lockdown may have accelerated the trend. Although some 

people have reported drinking more to combat stress, 6% 

told pollsters they’d given it up, and sales of low- and no-

alcohol beers have soared – by 65% at Waitrose alone.  

A LONG WAIT - The longest serving leader of the 

opposition is Neil Kinnock, who spent 3,213 days in the 

job.  

ENNUYÉ In a watershed decision in June for 

underemployed French workers, Paris's appeals court 

upheld a claim by a man who said he had so little to do in 

his job with Interparfums, the luxury perfume maker, that 

his health deteriorated. Frédéric Desnard was awarded 

€50,000 in damages after the court ruled he had suffered 

from "bore-out". 

GOGGLE BOX The average Briton spends six hours 25 

minutes watching television and online video every day – 

approximately 40% of their waking hours.  

http://www.moorpool.com
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Moor Pool Heritage Trust Update 

It has been great to see The Moor Pool halls open since 

the start of September.  Not of course at the usual clip of 

weekday activities and weekend parties pre-Covid but a 

cautious and solid start as we have welcomed a number of 

organised groups back.   

Reopening of the Halls 

The reopening of the Halls took some work over the later 

summer: 

We established a new Risk Management plan to cope with 

the Covid environment.  This has meant a diminished 

capacity at both Halls and other changes such as specific 

entry/exit where appropriate and limited use of the kitchen 

and the stage.  

We have agreed new cleaning protocols and routines.  

This has lead to additional cleaning at the start of each day 

and also between user groups, and we are grateful to both 

Peter Stroud and Brenda McCormick for stepping up to 

the cleaning.  We have ended up spending over £2,000 on 

Covid related cleaning equipment, cleaning consumables 

and hot water heaters in the washrooms.   

We consider ourselves a Covid-Secure venue.  We have 

pinned up the NHS Test and Trace QR codes on each 

entrance, although it remains our hirers’ primary 

responsibility to maintain these records.   

We are happy to exhibit our Risk Management Plan and 

Cleaning Protocol to all current and potential users to 

provide maximum reassurance.   

We consulted all of our groups who use the Hall regularly 

and the enthusiasm to return and fondness for Moor Pool 

Hall has been gratifying.  There has been some flux as 

some groups have packed up for good.  But we have 

welcomed Mezzo Dance Company and Line Dancing to 

the Upper Hall, and seen Bilinguasing and Female Fitness 

Matters take extra slots.  The size and airiness of the Main 

Hall has proven a selling point in these Covid times.   

I am sure there will be further ups and downs and fall-out 

along the way but as I say above, we have made a solid 

and cautious start.   

We are looking forward to welcoming Barbara Nomikos 

back to the Hall management come December! 

Allotments 

I reported last time that we had been thrilled at the number 

of allotments let since the start of lockdown.  This has 

continued.  Moor Pool Allotment Association’s volunteer 

team had done some fantastic clearance of overgrown 

allotments.  Have a stroll around the back alleys and see 

how beautiful the cultivation in so many areas is.  Thanks 

to all involved. 

Washroom and Disabled Ramp project 

After understandable Covid delays, we have received 

comments back from Birmingham City Council on the 

planning application for the renovated toilets and new 

disabled ramp at the Hall we 

submitted earlier in the year.  

These comments are by no means 

insuperable and we will be 

addressing them in the coming 

weeks.   

Education 

We welcomed the return of Rachel West from furlough on 

September 1st.  Rachel has thrown herself into the renewal 

of the Education programme, the Community Allotment 

and general Hall administration.  She has already led a 

couple of guided walks around the estate.   

Moor Pool Heritage Trust Annual General Meeting 

We held a well attended AGM in mid September.  As 

usual, I gave a detailed presentation on the Trusts 

activities over the past year and particularly on how we 

were managing the Covid situation.  Notwithstanding 

Covid related ups and downs, the Trust remains 

conservatively financed and able to meet the challenges 

ahead with a great deal of optimism.   

We marked two retirements: 

Adrian Millicheap, Trustee.  Adrian was a founder Trustee 

back in 2011 and he and his family have been integral to 

our success all the way along – from the fundraising in 

2014 through to the wise advice he has given on 

architectural matters, on buildings and on general business 

matters.  Thank you Adrian for nine years of commitment 

and ideas! 

Sheila Preece, Caretaker, Hall Opener and everything else.  

Sheila has opened and closed the Hall for over 17 years, 

including the last 6 under our stewardship.  Sheila has 

been available day and night to open and close, always 

maintaining good humour and putting hirers at ease or 

putting a polite word to them if things were becoming a 

little too lively.  Thank you, Sheila, 

Please do join the Trust to support our work!  Contact 

details below. 

We are not holding the usual events across Moor Pool in 

these uncertain times so the opportunities to chat and raise 

issues with the Trust and Trustees are not easy.  But we 

are still very much here working hard to keep this 

beautiful area as the founders over 100 years ago 

envisaged it.  So if you have anything to discuss please do 

get in touch; through our website 

www.moorpoolheritagetrust.org.uk or with any of us, 

email or phone. 

Thank you for the support you provide and please stay 

safe and well, 

Simon Stirling 

Chair 

simon56.stirling@gmail.com 

07757 790539 

http://www.moorpool.com
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The cost of the Moor Pool Duck is supported by our advertisers. If you use their services, please mention us. 

Education Update from Rachel West, Education Project Officer 

Well, it has been a while since my last update, and we’re 

all still adjusting to the ‘new normal’. Those of you who 

follow Moor Pool’s progress through our website and 

social media channels may have noticed that we have 

taken the decision to cancel or postpone many of the 

events that were scheduled to take place during the 

remainder of 2020. Although it is disappointing, our 

priority is always people’s health and wellbeing, and it 

has been heartening to see the range of other things that 

have been going on which demonstrate that the Moor 

Pool community spirit is still as strong as ever!  

A landmark Moor Pool event which did not take place 

this year was our Heritage Festival. This was very strange 

for me, as it was the first year that I haven’t been working 

at an event as part of Heritage Open Days since I began 

working in heritage in 2002! Our Heritage Festival also 

holds a very special place in my heart, as a visit to the 

2015 Heritage Festival was my first experience of Moor 

Pool, even before I had had my interview for the post of 

Education Officer! From that visit, I realised what a 

special place Moor Pool was; not to have the festival was 

a sad decision to take. The Festival is always a lovely 

opportunity for many of the clubs and regular hirers to 

showcase what they do, and it is my fervent hope that 

normal service will be resumed in 2021, when the 

Heritage Festival will be back better than ever! Although 

we were not able to take part in the Heritage Open Days 

this year, we did still lay on an event as part of 

Birmingham Heritage Week with a lovely socially 

distanced tour around the Estate. Thank you very much to 

Jules who led half of the tour group and to everyone who 

came along on the walk. Interest in the walk was such 

that the tour quickly sold out, and we had a long waiting 

list. Apologies to those who we were not able to 

accommodate due to number restrictions this year. Again, 

we hope that normal service will be resumed in 2021.  

Talking of walking tours, although several groups who 

were due to come for a Moor Pool tour had to cancel 

because of concerns relating to the current situation, we 

were delighted to welcome a U3A group for a guided tour 

earlier in September. Again, this group had to be reduced 

in number to comply with current government guidance, 

but everyone who came along greatly enjoyed the walk.   

In regard to other events, we have taken the decision to 

postpone the remaining history talks for 2020, and to 

cancel the Moor Pool Memories event for this year. This 

is such a shame, because we really had some brilliant 

speakers coming up, and attendance was really building 

for these talks. Having contacted all of the speakers, they 

are willing to come back next year, so I hope to 

reschedule these sessions as soon as we are able to, in line 

with government guidelines.  

It's been wonderful to be back at Moor Pool and see how 

wonderful the Education Allotment is looking. Roger 

Cobley has been doing a brilliant job maintaining it, so 

many thanks to him and to the many others who have 

contributed seeds, plants or equipment. If anyone has any 

spare paving slabs that they are not using, we would very 

much appreciate a donation! Just a few more slabs would 

finish off the paths around the beds and make the area 

even more accessible for all. Because of the necessary 

pause in projects because of the pandemic, Love Brum 

have been in touch to confirm that they are happy for us to 

carry over the funding from this year to begin some new 

facilitated sessions in 2021, and we are very much looking 

forward to this. Thanks very much to Love Brum for being 

so accommodating – something exciting to look forward 

to in the New Year!  

Rachel  

Education Project Officer  

education@moorpoolhall.com 

0121 426 2908 

Hello Rachel,  

I just wanted to thank you and Jules on behalf of Kings 
Norton U3A for our tour  of the Moor Pool Estate this 
afternoon. We thoroughly enjoyed our visit. The estate is 
truly a gem; the Heritage Trust are doing a remarkable job 
in preserving the nature of the lovely garden suburb.  
The overall verdict of the group was that we should 
definitely pay another visit.  

Do thanks again and I look forward to seeing you again in 
the future.  

Best wishes,  

Victoria  

The things we do! 

http://www.moorpool.com
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The origin of some well known 

phrases and sayings 

 In the 1400s a law was set forth in England that a man 

was allowed to beat his wife with a stick no thicker 

than his thumb. 

 Hence we have 'the rule of thumb.' 

 Many years ago in Scotland , a new game was 

invented. It was ruled 'Gentlemen Only… Ladies 

Forbidden'...  

and thus the word GOLF entered into the English 

language. 

 Each king in a deck of playing cards represents a great 

king from history: 

Spades - King David, 

Hearts - Charlemagne, 

Clubs -Alexander the Great, 

Diamonds - Julius Caesar 

 In Shakespeare's time, mattresses were secured on bed 

frames by ropes. When you pulled on the ropes the 

mattress tightened, making the bed firmer to sleep on. 

 Hence the phrase......... 'goodnight, sleep tight.' 

 It was the accepted practice in Babylon 4,000 years 

ago that for a month after the wedding, the bride's 

father would supply his son-in-law with all the mead 

he could drink. 

Mead is a honey beer and because their calendar was 

lunar based, this period was called the honey month, 

which we know today as the honeymoon. 

 In English pubs, ale is ordered by pints and quarts… 

So in old England , when customers got unruly, the 

bartender would yell at them 'Mind your pints and 

quarts, and settle down.'  

It's where we get the phrase 'mind your P's and Q's' 

 Many years ago in England, pub frequenters had a 

whistle baked into the rim or handle of their ceramic 

cups. When they needed a refill, they used the whistle 

to get some service.  

 'Wet your whistle' is the phrase inspired by this 

practice. 

 In 1696, William III of England introduced a property 

tax that required those living in houses with more than 

six windows to pay a levy. In order to avoid the tax, 

house owners would brick up all windows except six. 

(The Window Tax lasted until 1851, and older houses 

with bricked-up windows are still a common sight in 

the U.K.)  

As the bricked-up windows prevented some rooms 

from receiving any sunlight, the tax was referred to as 

“daylight robbery”! 

http://www.moorpool.com
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Nettlefold Notes 

Winter closing times will commence when the clocks go 

back. The garden will therefore only be open  on 

Saturdays and Sundays from 10.00  to 16.00 starting from 

2nd November. Exceptions to this will be Bank Holidays, 

when the garden also will be open and – if we get a decent 

fall of snow! 

On our volunteer day we carried out a number of 

necessary tasks looking forward to winter and spring. One 

of these was planting snakeshead fritillaries in the curve 

of rough grass on the south edge of the lawn. 

A number of mulleins have been planted (grown from 

seed) in the area next to the culvert and beyond the fence. 

We look forward to them flowering next summer when 

they will stick their seven foot flower spikes well into 

view! (There are others in the area by the nettle bed on the 

north side). 

On 21st September (the next to last day of summer) SIX 

buzzards were circling higher and higher in the blue over 

Nettlefold, doing a lot of calling to each other. We suspect 

they knew what was coming and were gathering to 

emigrate to warmer climes. (Some go as far as South 

Africa). 

From New Scientist 11/7/20: 

Over the last 25 years the number of winged insects in 

Germany have dropped by 75%. 

This year World Overshoot Day was August 22nd – this 

was the day when our use of the world's resources 

overshot the globe's ability to regenerate - food, crops, 

trees and to absorb carbon. The good news is that last year 

the date was July 29th – we have stepped back by nearly a 

month due to Covid 19 and the effect it has had on 

worldwide human activities – so getting to zero CAN be 

done!  Note: 26% of carbon emissions come from the 

home (check the government's Green Homes grant 

scheme). 

Hint: using at the washing machine set to 30ºC uses five 

times less energy than washing at 60ºC (it also saves 

money!) 

$5 trillion a year is spent on subsidising fossil fuels. 

Renewable energy is now cheaper than nuclear. Solar 

panels are now 25% efficient in converting sunlight to 

energy. (A leaf on a tree is 1% efficient!) 

In 1960 the level of CO2 in the atmosphere was 315 ppm 

(parts per million) in 2020 it is 417. 

The forest area of Europe harvested yearly between 2016 

and 2018 was 43% higher than that harvested annually 

between 2011 and 2015. 

Follow Nettlefold Gardens on Facebook and Twitter for 

more updates: @NettlefoldGdn www.moorpooltrust.com 

 

 

Company 

Our aim is to be as green as your garden 

All aspects of garden maintenance/tree 

surgery/landscaping/fencing/hedge 

trimming/mowing/weeding/rotovating 

ponds. All waste fully recycled. 

Call Simon for a free quotation 

07928 677594 

or e-mail 

greengardeningcompany193@gmail.com 

Discounted service available. 

Enhanced CRB available 

for your peace of mind. 

Kipsters Homemade 
Biscuits 

    Just for Dogs 
Kipsters Homemade Biscuits is a family run business which began 
when our French Bulldog puppy Costa came into our lives. We 
then began to look at food, ingredients and treats that 
would provide him with the best nutrients and goodness to allow 
him to continue with his busy life as a puppy. As a keen baker I 
decided to bake him some biscuits that contained no additives 
or preservatives and from that day forward Kipsters was born. 

Order online at:  www.kipsters.co.uk  

http://www.moorpool.com
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James Ernest 

Optometry 

Harborne’s best kept secret 

 

Exclusive Eye wear from only £79.00 

Our Services 

Comprehensive eye examination 

Contact lens specialist 

Dry eye clinics 

Evening Appointments 

Spectacle re-glazing service 

NHS Patients also welcome 

in a ‘no pressure’ environment 

0121 448 6606 

jeoptometry@gmail.com  

www.jamesernestoptometry.com 

26 The Circle, 

Harborne, 

Birmingham B17 9DY 

 

ENTERPRISE WINDOW CLEANING SERVICES 

 

LOCAL FAMILY BUSINESS CLEANING WINDOWS ON THE  

     MOORPOOL ESTATE FOR OVER 20 YEARS 
 

         Internal & External, Velux and difficult windows 

         Gutters cleaned 

         UPVC cleaned 

         Conservatory roofs 

         Patios, driveways and decking cleaned 

         Fully insured 

 

Contact details:  

Steve Brain 

9 West Pathway 

Harborne 

Tel: 07961163305 / 0121 247 6696 

email: stephen.brain63@sky.com 

http://www.moorpool.com
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October 

C R O S S W O R D  

by Artemonas 

Membership of Moor Pool Residents’ Association  
I/We wish to join the Moor Pool Residents’ Association 

Name   

Address   

Postcode Phone  

 e-mail  

The annual subscription of £5 per household can be paid by cash or cheque (payable to Moor Pool Residents' Association) delivered to 
the membership secretary, Maureen Mauser at 56 Carless Avenue together with this form. You can also pay by standing order (form 
downloadable from www.moorpool.com) or through online banking to: Moor Pool Residents' Association, sort code 30-19-14, account 
number 03808193. Please also return this slip for our records. All personal data is held in compliance with GDPR.  

Reference if paying by 
electronic transfer: 

Across 

7) Praises the production of ten tales (6) 

8) Snails take action short of a strike (2,4) 

10) A large book changes mathematics (7) 

11) Have power over weather it’s said (5) 

12) Lover of a very large queen first (4) 

13) Is aware that King Steven is around at the 
moment (5) 

17) First smell of roses reminds you to be sad (5) 

18) Start to look under Dave’s other game (4) 

22) I have five hundred and one books you fool (5) 

23) King has assorted canape but ends with a 
crepe! (7) 

24) In which breakfast is served to soldiers? (3,3) 

25) Girl goes round the artist for defensive 
training (6) 

Down 

1) Censured member at education section (7) 

2) Goal run out followed by inactivity (7) 

3) Busts round the ends (5) 

4) Has a loan from head of banking or has an 
argument (7) 

5) Nigel going round to marbles thief (5) 

6) Borrowing mostly in debt? (5) 

9) Water falls from the sky? (9) 

14) Against trip on height level (7) 

15) Airport land round a absconder (7) 

16) Gold in high temperature goes on and on (7) 

19) TV crime thriller loses state – could be fifty (4-
1) 

20) Circular calls? (5) 

21) Some of the nylon tape is available (2,3) 

Sudoku 

J. K. Rowling couldn't submit her final changes to The Casual 
Vacancy because an aardvark had chewed through a power cable. 

1   2   3       4   5   6 

7             8           

            9             

10               11         

                          

12         13               

        14           15   16 

      17           18       

19   20           21         

22           23             

                          

24             25           
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